From visual perception viewpoint, actions in videos can capture high-level semantics for video content understanding and retrieval. However, action-level video retrieval meets great challenges, due to the interferences from global motions or concurrent actions, and the difficulties in robust action describing and matching. This paper presents a content-based action retrieval framework to enable effective search of near-duplicated actions in large-scale video database. Firstly, we present an attention shift model to distill and partition human-concerned saliency actions from global motions and concurrent actions. Secondly, to characterize each saliency action, we extract 3D-SIFT descriptor within its spatial-temporal region, which is robust against rotation, scale, and view point variances. Finally, action similarity is measured using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance to offer tolerance for action duration variance and partial motion missing. Search efficiency in large-scale dataset is achieved by hierarchical descriptor indexing and approximate nearest-neighbor search. In validation, we present a prototype system VILAR to facilitate action search within "Friends" soap operas with excellent accuracy, efficiency, and human perception revealing ability.
INTRODUCTION
Coming with the explosive growth of web video volume, the incomplete labeling nature of video data calls for efficient contentbased search technique to facilitate user access and browsing. Nearduplicated video retrieval aims to search identical or almost identical video clips based on their visual contents. In such scenario, video shot is usually treated as the basic element in similarity matching. Generally speaking, video shots usually consist of several foreground actions and static/moving backgrounds within a consecutive camera motion (Fig.1) . In shot-based video retrieval, the key challenge lies in the difficulty to robustly express user concerns. In many cases users are usually more interesting in searching specific foreground objects regardless of background variations and other concurrent motions. For instance, users may target for the dancing action of Audrey Hepburn in "Roma Holiday", in spite of other dancers' movements and the variant background motions.
Psychology study of human visual system (HVS) shows that: In viewing video information, users in most cases focus on specific foreground motions. And such focus is transferable during user observation. Researchers have taken advantage of this essence to capture saliency region in image and saliency motion in videos. Most of these works are derived from Itti's work [1] in analyzing region saliency in image domain. In video domain, based on the spatial attention model in [1] , motion information such as optical flows and object tracking [2] [3] are integrated to locate spatial & temporal saliency region. Li [4] presented a dynamic attention model that combines spatial & temporal saliency analysis to detect user-concerned region for semantic-level shot matching. Works in [1, 2, 3, 4] inspire us to further divide the basic element in video search from shot to action. This paper presents a new nearduplicated video retrieval perspective: near duplicated action retrieval to precisely capture the "near-duplicated" humanconcerned actions in higher semantic level. Referring to near-duplicated action retrieval, our work differs from previous works for action recognition in video surveillance domain, which aims to classify actions into several pre-defined categories and usually involves training parses. In contrast, we aim for ranking with near-duplicated appearance and no pre-defined categories in an unsupervised manner. Former work in [5] is the first attempt to this exact identical issue. But the solely foreground action and static background in their assumption make it unfeasible for real-world video scenario. Also, the utilization of human body modeling or multi-camera analysis is over-specific and not considered in our scenario for generalized videos.
Great challenges are there in near-duplicated action retrieval. Generally speaking, three key issues largely restrict the effectiveness of action-level video search:
 The interweaving of foreground and background movements, together with the concurrent foreground motions.
 The variances in rotations, scales, and affine transformations, which are caused by camera motion and view point variance.  The variance in action appearances and durations. This paper presents an attention-driven action retrieval framework with DTW-based 3D descriptor matching to uniformly address above issues. To address the first issue, we present a novel attention shift model to capture saliency actions within each shot, which is based on saliency map analysis [1] and attention region discovery [4] . It partitions foreground action from background movement, and distinguishes the most prominent action in multi-action scenario. To address the second issue, we quantize spatial-temporal saliency region of the concerned action into 3D slices, in which we extract 3D-SIFT [6] descriptors for each slice to robustly describe motion appearance against rotation, scale and view point variances. To maintain efficiency for large dataset, the ensemble of 3D-SIFT descriptors within database are hierarchical quantized using vocabulary tree [7, 8] . Then each action slice is inverted indexed to offer efficient approximate nearest-neighbor search. Based on inverted indexing, we represent an action as Bag-of-3D-VisualWord (BOD 3 W) sequence, in which each BOD 3 W descriptor describes a motion slice. In retrieval, the similarity between two BOD 3 W sequences is evaluated using dynamic time warping metric [9] to unify the variances in action durations and appearance, which consequently addresses the third issue. Based on our proposed framework, we present a prototype system VILAR for searching near-duplicated actions that are performed by identical actor from "Friends" soap operas. The overview of our method is presented in The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our saliency action extraction algorithm. Section 3 presents our DTWbased near-duplicated similarity matching algorithm. The system architecture and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, this paper concludes in Section 5 and discusses our future research directions.
SALIENCY ACTION EXTRACTION BASED ON ATTENTION SHIFT MODEL
The first step of our action retrieval framework is the distillation and partition of human-concerned actions from video shots. Different from tracking the moving objects, work from Itti [1] offers us another feasible solution to conquer this issue. Itti [1] detected userfocused interesting regions: Focus of Attention (FOA) based on saliency map analysis. Our attention shift model adopts FOA to locate the saliency actions within each shot, and subsequently analysis their shift relationships to partition different concerned actions. This step subdivides shot element into several user-focused actions, and eliminates the disturbing from concurrent actions and global motion.
Saliency Action Detection
As the preliminary step, shot boundary detection (SBD) is achieved by leveraging graph partition model [10] , which is demonstrated to be effective in TRECVID SBD competition. For each frame of a detected shot, the spatial saliency map is constructed by saliencybased computational model. For the successive frames within this shot, the motion saliency map is constructed based on dynamic attention model [4] . The spatial-temporal saliency region is codetermined via the fusion of spatial-temporal FOA [4] to capture the attention focus (Fig.3) . 
Saliency Action Partition
Based on the former-constructed saliency maps, the "Shift" from one concerned action to another is identified within each video shot: We define a drifting rate A Shift to evaluate the consistency and identity of the concerned action region sequences as in Eq.1, in which CenterDis() is their center distance; DiameterVar() is their diameter variance. Once the drifting rate between attention regions (i and j) of successive frames satisfies Eq.1, the Attention Shift is detected. Consequently this saliency action region frame sequence is segmented into two different actions.
For each separated action, we partition its frame sequence into certain number 3D slices, each of which contains multiple action frames with only the foreground saliency regions. Using this step, the background affection and un-concerned foreground motions are removed from the visual contents of action slices.
DTW-BASED FAST ACTION SEARCH
We leverage Bag-of-Visual-Words to characterize spatial & temporal action contents as follows: Each 3D slice of the action region is scanned offline to extract 3D-SIFT descriptors [6] . These 3D SIFT descriptors are quantized by hierarchical k-means to generate a vocabulary tree (VT) [7, 8] . It produces "3D visual words" (quantized clusters with 3D SIFT features), which reversely indices each slice as a Bag-of-3D-Visual-Words (BoD Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance [9] is adopted to address the time-dimension variance within near-duplicated actions, such as partial movement missing and time duration inconsistency. Dynamic Time Warping is an algorithm to measure similarity between two sequences that may vary in time or speed. It has been successfully applied in speech recognition [9] to cope with different speaking speeds, and also in shape matching to cope with the shape warping [12] . DTW finds an optimal match between two given sequences that are "warped" non-linearly in the time dimension, to determine a measure of their similarity independent of certain non-linear variations in the time dimension. W sequence C represents an action with slice descriptors C 0 -C m for m motion slices. Our goal is to leverage DTW distance to measure similarity between two given sequence C and C'. Similar to [9, 12] , we denote the tail of each sequence as Tail(C) = <C 1 , C 2 ,…, C m > by removing its first element. The DTW distance is defined as Eq.2, which can be efficiently achieved via dynamic programming (<>denotes 0 set): 
Given two
The optimization process is performed using dynamic programming. W sequences of actions are pre-extracted so the matching process could be very efficient. Indeed, using dynamic programming, it can be essentially reduced to O(m 2 ).
To further improve computational efficiency, we leverage our VT indexing model to conduct approximate nearest neighbor search by only considering the actions that have co-concurrent 3D visual word with the query action. This candidate action selection is very fast due to VT's hierarchical structure for nearest neighbor search. This is a coarse approximation since only the appearance information is considered. Within the candidate action set, the DTW ranking is performed via linear-scanning, which further includes time information in fine matching. This coarse-to-fine solution ensures our method to be still efficient in large-scale database without losing too much accuracy. Finally, the distances between database actions and query action are ranked to output the final search results.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

System Framework
We build a demo system VILAR (ViLab Action Retrieval system) for result validation, which enables fast online action query from video database. The snapshot of our demo interface is presented as in Fig.5 , showing both query examples and search results. A typical query is performed as follows: User uploads a video shot containing target action to our server. This shot is online segmented into one or more saliency actions using the algorithm described in Section 2. Each action is respectively presented in the top left on VILAR demo, based on which user can double-click to configure their query action. For the selected action, the 3D-SIFT features are extracted from each slice and sent over the vocabulary tree to get its BOD 3 W descriptor, which forms the BOD 3 W sequence for this action. In search process, our coarse-to-fine search process involves (1). approximate nearest-neighbor search in VT to generate action subset with similar appearance; (2). fine retrieval using DTW-based BOD 3 W sequence matching. The matching results are presented in down left of the VILAR UI. The system framework of VILAR demo is described as Fig.6 .
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Experimental Database and Evaluation
In our experiments, we use three seasons of Friends soap opera as our evaluation dataset. We separate these video into shots and process shots into saliency actions. After offline pre-processing, we select over 6,000 actions with sufficient durations and saliency focuses to form our dataset. We select 200 actions from main actors as query set, which are highly repetitive in videos. We define the rest actions as our action database, in which the slices of each action are offline scanned to extract 3D-SIFT descriptors.
We build a 4-branch, 24-level vocabulary tree based on the ensemble of all 3D-SIFT descriptors for BoD 3 W generation. In tree construction, if a node has less than 2,000 features, we stop its kmean division, not matter whether it achieves the deepest level or not. On a computer with Intel PIV Pentium 3.00GHz CPU and 1.0G RAM, the typical time and memory costs are: tree constructing time 2 hours, retrieval time 4 seconds per action (including feature extraction), and memory cost 200M.
We use Mean Average Precision at N (MAP@N) to evaluate system performance. This evaluation measure is commonly used in evaluating the ranking performance of information retrieval systems. MAP@N represents the mean precision of batch queries, each of which reveals its position-sensitive ranking precision within N th position . Given n queries, MAP@N is defined as: 
Results and Discussions
Three experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposed method: Firstly, we compare the effectiveness of saliencymap-based attention action detection with method that integrates all moving foregrounds into our retrieval framework (adopt global motion compensation). As presented in Fig.7 , with saliency-mapbased action selection, the MAP@N results are better, which means that the search results can express user focus more precisely. Secondly, we evaluate the effectiveness of DTW distance metric by comparing with method that conducts solely slice-to-slice matching, which does not consider the dynamic structure of slice sequences. As presented in Fig.7 , results of DTW largely outperform results of direct BOD 3 W matching. Finally, we compare the overall performance of our method with shot-level matching, in which the histogram-based, key frame matching at global shot level is presented as the baseline method. Our method largely outperforms baseline with a large margin. Case studies of our action retrieval system are presented in Fig.8 , which shows action retrieval results for four representative queries. Each line is a query operation. The left frame shows the query shot with its detected action. The rest frames shows the top four results respectively. The last line also gives a false case. As presented in Fig.8 , our system can robustly detect user concerns by viewing video contents at higher semantic level.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an action-level near-duplicated video retrieval framework to effectively search user-concerned actions within videos. Our work merits in the decomposition of video shots into finer action elements to capture human perception more precisely. Key challenges of action-level search are addressed as follows: (1).
we present an attention shift model to distill and distinguish humanfocused actions from global motions and un-concerned foreground movements. (2). we adopt 3D-SIFT descriptors to cope with variances in rotation, scale, and viewpoint for robust appearance representation. (3). we utilize Dynamic Time Warping distance to address the motion duration variance and partial motion missing. Our retrieval system is validated over large-scale video database with efficient search speed and high accuracy.
In our future work, we would integrate human recognition that identifies actors to improve search results by imposing ground truth. And the experimental dataset would be further extent with other video resources such as sports and news videos. 
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